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The desire to fly is an idea handed 

down to us by our ancestors who, 

in their grueling travels across 

trackless lands in prehistoric times, 

looked enviously on the birds sour-

ing freely through space, at full 

speed, above all obstacles, on the 

infinite highway of the air.  

 

  - Wilber Wright 

 

 

Spencer Suderman and Allyson Parker-Lauck 

taken by David Leininger 
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Prez’s Post 
Darren Pleasance 

Fall will officially descend upon us this month.  Quite hard to 

believe really, since it seems just a moment ago we were all 

complaining about the never-ending rain and planning for our 

annual Paso Robles contest.  Time sure flies when you're hav-

ing fun flying...  

 

Lots of great stuff going on these days.  The Delano contest is 

getting underway as I write this month's Prez 

Post.  Unfortunately for me, I'm flying over Greenland right 

now heading back to the U.S. and will arrive too late to par-

ticipate in the Delano festivities this year.  The good news, 

though, is that Hans Bok, the builder of my Laser, was in 

town from Boston this weekend so I offered to let him fly my 

plane in my absence so at least the plane will have taken part 

in Delano.  Not a bad compromise overall.  

 

The AWACs in Poland have also just finished and pilots are 

working their way home.  Weather and plane logistics worked 

against our competitors, including our own Todd Whitmer, by 

keeping them from flying all the flights they had hoped to, 

and by forcingTodd to fly a borrowed airplane (an Extra) 

rather than the Edge he's been used to flying for the last few 

years.  Despite this, Todd, and the team, had an outstanding 

showing and should all feel really proud of themselves.  I 

know I am, and am looking forward to hearing Todd's stories 

first hand at an upcoming Chapter meeting.  

 

We've also had a rich dialog going on inside and outside of 

the Chapter regarding the proposed new category structure for 

next year.  In summary, there's a lot of dissension with the 

current proposal, largely driven by the perception that 

"Primary" has been eliminated (though one could also inter-

pret the current proposal to say that Primary is still there in 

the form of Category 1, but it's a bit more complex), that Snap 

Rolls in Category 2 will eliminate any option for Decathlons 

to compete at this level, and that some of the rules around the 

freestyles reduce the fun and flexibility of the category.  On 

the other hand, most people seem to agree that category creep 

has been a problem, that the jump from Intermediate to Ad-

vanced is a pretty big one given all the negative maneuvers 

introduced in Advanced, and they like the idea of adding the 

concept of Frees and Unknowns to more categories to make 

the flying more interesting and fun for everyone.  Everyone 

also acknowledges the constraints of simply "adding another 

category between Intermediate and Advanced" in that we'd 

then have 6 categories with all the contest logistical chal-

lenges and insurance implications that would have.  Net-net, 

we've captured the Chapter's feedback and will bring it back 

into the Board meeting in October with the hopes of coming 

to a decision that achieves the original intent of the effort 

which was to increase the access and appeal of competitive 

aerobatics to more people.  

 

On other fronts, I've officially been named as one of three 

"Regional FAA Liaisons" in order to provide a direct connec-

tion between local IAC Chapters and the FAA to help with 
(Continued on page 3) 

Wonder what they are talking about... 

Eyes skyward in Tracy 
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such topics as aerobatic box waivers, aerobatic con-

tests, and other aerobatic related topics where many of 

us in the IAC are more familiar with the regulations 

and requirements than many of the local FSDOs them-

selves are.  I flew out to Oshkosh in early August to 

meet with Vicki Cruse, Lisa Popp, my other two Re-

gional Liaison counterparts, and several key folks from 

the FAA in Washington, DC.  We had a very good 

meeting and were given the opportunity to weigh in on 

how our groups should work together, as well as being 

offered the opportunity to provide feedback directly 

into the guidelines that are being revised governing 

approval of aerobatic practice boxes.  We also are be-

ing given an opportunity to see and provide input into 

new Environmental Impact guidelines and forms that 

IAC 

Chapters will be asked to comply 

with.  Naturally, we're working to make these 

as straight forward and relevant as possible 

while still complying with the law.  

 

As you can see, there are lots of things going 

on.  Our membership continues to grow at a 

nice pace, and the activity level in the Chap-

ter has never been higher.  Sal Webber has 

managed to assemble a terrific agenda for the 

next 15 months so I hope to see you attending 

as many of our events and monthly Chapter 

meetings as you can.  I'll look forward to see-

ing many of you at our September meeting at 

4:00 p.m., Sunday September 10th at Attitude 

Aviation.  

 

Blue skies,  

 

 

Darren  

Eric’s S-2B with S-2C gear and a modified tail 

Flying High 
Darrin Silver - www.FlyingHighComics.com 

Pete McCloud, Allyson Parker-Lauck, Sergei Boriak, 

 Melissa Andrzejewski,  and Cory Lovell at a camp in Tracy 
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Spencer Suderman has been one of our typical IAC competi-

tors.  He has been flying his S-2B for 3 years now, has done 

some instructions in it, and is an common presence on the 

aerobatic “Exploder” and Chapter 38 e-mail bang list.  He has 

been competing at the intermediate level, and, he says, “I usu-

ally don’t get zeros but I’m not bringing home any trophies 

either.”   Evidently, that is not enough for 

him - so, you’ve got to be wondering what 

he was thinking on the morning of his first 

air show.   

 

To give you some idea he did miss the exit 

on the way to the airport.  He then won-

dered what else he missed.  Gloves?  

Check.  Helmet?  Check.  When he arrived 

at Camarillo airport he stepped out of the 

car amidst the film crew.  Yea, that’s right, 

the film crew.  More on that later.  

 

Being an air show pilot is dangerous.  A 

quick inquiry on the ICAS website reveals 

that there are about 400 or so pilot’s with 

an aerobatic competency card.  Generally, 

there seems to be 2-5 fatal accidents a year 

involving air shows.  That is about a 1% 

fatality rate - not an encouraging number 

when choosing professions. It is with this 

in mind that Spencer first contacted Bill 

Cornick, an ACE (Air Show Competency 

Evaluator) and veteran air show performer. 

 

Working with an ACE is the first step to 

becoming an air show pilot.  “These guys 

aren’t going to question your motives,” 

Spencer says, “everyone has their own rea-

sons.”  There are no formalized pre-

Case Study: How to be an Air Show Pilot 
Che Barnes 

requisites needed prior to working with an ACE – although it 

does depend on the evaluator.  Having a competition back-

ground ensures a certain level of discipline and air-work skills 

that improve safety.  And safety, Spencer says, is what air 

show flying is all about.   

 

“There is a certain philosophy to it,” Spencer says.  “People 

are easy to impress - smoke, noise, and an airplane are fun.  

Most people are thrilled just to see an airplane do a loop.  You 

fly for the general audience, not so much for other pilots.”  

With this in mind, Spencer’s routine is generally 1000 to 1200 

feet AGL. “More people can see you better at that altitude, 

anyway.”  This also complies with Spencer’s level IV waiver 

card, requiring him to maintain at least 800 feet AGL for the 

entire sequence.  

 

In order to qualify for  his card, Spencer went out to Apple 

Valley and flew an evaluation routine for Bill Cornick.  The 

check involves both an oral and practical exam.   “All of my 

maneuvers are upward,” Spencer say, “Downward maneu-

vers, like a split S or reverse half cuban, are not recom-

mended.”  Some mandatory elements in the evaluation flight 

include a loop, a 3 turn spin with a recovery on heading, 3 

consecutive slow rolls, and 2 inverted 180 degree turns.  

“They are also looking for good 

situational awareness and 

safety,” Spencer says.  “They 

will give you a call simulating 

that conflicting traffic not talk-

ing to the airboss has flown 

into your box and they want to 

see how you react.”  I asked 

about engine failures.  “Well, 

luckily air shows are right over 

an airport, so it should be pretty 

easy to handle,” was the reply.  

“Another factor that they look 

at is the 500 foot crowd line 

and that you should never di-

rect the energy of the aircraft 

towards the crowd.”   

 

Back to the show.  

 

Spencer got his Pitts pushed 

out to the promotional tent set 

up next to his sponsor booth.  

Yep, that’s right, his sponsor.  

He and the film crew attended 

the pilot safety briefing at 10.  

His performance was not 

scheduled until later that after-

noon.  He then stayed by the 
(Continued on page 6) 

Inverted flat spin 

Spencer Suderman 
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IAC Chapter 38 Season Event Calendar 
Sal Webber 

SEPTEMBER 

10 IAC Chapter 38 Monthly meeting, 4 pm.  Attitude 

Aviation, Livermore Airport (LVK).  Club updates.  

AWAC Poland debrief—Todd Whitmer. 

24-29 IAC National Aerobatic Championship.  Grayson 

County Airport (GYI) TX.  This contest is sponsored 

by the IAC All Categories flown 

 

OCTOBER 

8 IAC Chapter 38 Monthly meeting, 2-4 pm. Attitude 

Aviation, Livermore Airport (LVK).  3-D Flying Dem-

onstration—Brett Goldsmith. 

12-14  Borrego Springs Akrofest.  Borrego Springs Airport 

(L08) CA.  Contest is sponsored by Chapter 36 All 

categories flown. 

 

NOVEMBER  

3-5  Tequila Cup.  Marana Airport, (AVQ) Tucson, AZ.  

Contest is sponsored by Chapter 62  All classes flown 

12 IAC Chapter 38 Monthly meeting, 2-4 pm.  Attitude 

Aviation, Livermore Airport (LVK).  Dogfighting ba-

sics—TBD. 

 
 

DECEMBER 

1-2 Arizona State Aerobatic Championship.  Coolidge 

Municipal Airport (P08) AZ.  Contest is sponsored 

by Chapter 69. 

 

 Holiday Party—TBD 

 

JANUARY 2007 

 Brainstorm the design of the new Freestyles 

 

FEBRUARY 2007 

 Warbird Tours—LVK 

MARCH 2007 

 Document Free Designs. Safety– Spins, GLOC, me-

chanical, bailout, off-airport landings. 

APRIL 2007 

 Flying the Maneuvers:  High performance aircraft. 

MAY 2007 

 Flying the Maneuvers:  How to get the most out of 

180 HP.  

First Day Last  Airshow     City 

8/19/2006 8/20/2006 Wings Over Wine Country Air Show   Santa Rosa CA 

8/26/2006 8/27/2006 Thunder Over the Valley     Santa Maria CA 

9/30/2006 10/1/2006 California International Airshow  Salinas   Salinas  CA 

9/30/2006 10/1/2006 Redding Air Show    Redding  CA 

10/4/2006 10/4/2006 Mojave Airshow     Mojave  CA 

10/7/2006 10/8/2006 Fleet Week San Francisco     San Francisco CA 

10/7/2006 10/8/2006 NAS P. Mugu Airshow    NAS Pt. Mugu CA 

10/13/2006 10/15/2006 MCAS Miramar Air Show MCAS    Miramar  CA 

10/14/2006 10/15/2006 Travis Air Expo      Travis AFB CA 

10/28/2006 10/29/2006 Edwards AFB Airshow and Open House   Edwards AFB CA 

Airshow Report 

The concept is interesting and well-formed, but 

in order to earn better than a “C,” the idea must 

be feasible. 

 

 - A Yale University management professor 

in response to Fred Smith’s paper propos-

ing reliable overnight delivery service.  

Fred Smith later started FedEx. 
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airplane.  “I had that feeling like I was 

alone in a big crowd,” he says.  I asked 

him if he felt nervous.   “I’d be lying to 

you if I said I wasn’t nervous.  I just did 

not want to screw it up.”  He then talked 

semantics, “The crowd can’t tell if you 

screw a maneuver up. But, Bill Cornick 

assured me that if I busted my [800 foot] 

altitude he would pull my card.”  Bill Cor-

nick’s presence weighed on him more than 

the crowd’s.   

 

  

 Finally it was show time.  Since it was an 

air start, Spencer took off and held north-

east of the field at 4,000 feet.  “It was just 

like being in hold at a contest,” he said.  

He waited, checking and rechecking his 

prop setting, his harness.   

 

“Hey Pitts, you ready to go?” the airboss 

called. 

 

“Yes, sir.”  He continued his hold. 

 

Meanwhile, on the ground, the air show 

announcer was getting full mileage out of 

the fact that this was his very first air show 

performance, adding a little flair to the 

audiences’ anticipation.  It was an EAA 

sponsored show consisting of a lot of fly-

bys.  Finally, the last one was on deck.   

 

“OK Pitts, the 

box is yours - fly 

safe.”  Showtime.  

Base, final, 

smoke on.   Like 

he said, everyone 

has their reasons. 

 

The first part of 

his sequence was 

an inverted flat 

spin entered via a 

half loop.  He 

entered the spin 

at 4,700 feet.   

“The spin hooked 

up right away,” 

he said.  At 3k, he 

pulled the power 

off, came out of 

the spin, did a ¼ 

roll on the down 

line to get lined 

up, and then went 

into his sequence.  One of 

the first maneuvers in the 

sequence was a double 

hammerhead, “two-thirds 

skill and one-third luck,” as 

Spencer puts it.  After he 

nailed that, he knew the rest 

was going to go OK. The 

loud speakers were playing 

Lenny Kravitz.  

 

After he landed, Spencer 

got out of the aircraft and 

was interviewed by the 

announcer in front of the 

crowd.  The film crew in-

terviewed him next and - 

surprise - a large cooler of 

ice water barged in on the 

conversation which was a 

welcome interlude on ac-

count of the scorching heat.  

When he was back at his 

promotion booth people 

were coming to see him 

rather than the airplane.  It 

was an “amazing experi-

ence,” he said.  

 

The most amazing part, 

though, is the fact that he 

was sponsored for his first show. Most sponsorship’s seem to 

go to experienced performers.  While Spencer calls it luck, it 

is more like a product of initiative and tenacity of the first 

order.  Spencer started off over a year ago with the goal to 

find a sponsor.  Most of his first inquiries went something like 

this: 

 

“Hi, my name is Spencer Suderman, I’m an air show pilot and 

I am looking for a sponsor.”    

 

Click.    

 

He got better responses from advertising agencies, the best 

venue being sports advertising.  After hours of research and 

phone calls over months of time, an agency authorized to li-

cense for the NCAA connected him to Havoc, a fledgling 

energy drink company looking to build brand recognition by 

sponsoring college teams.  The company liked the air show 

plan and was already chewing on the idea of sponsoring some 

sort of reality TV show.  Everything clicked.  The film crew 

is currently documenting Spencer’s travails as a fledgling air 

show performer for a reality TV pilot program. With any 

luck, it will make the airwaves some time in the future.   

Spencer has not quit his day job quite yet, but the future is 

promising indeed.     

www.spencersuderman.com 
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Chapter Meeting:  
Sunday September 10th, 2006, 4pm 
Attitude Aviation 
Livermore Airport 
 

IAC Chapter 38 Membership Application/Renewal Form 
 

Send with check, made payable to “International Aerobatic Club Chapter 38”, to: 
Howard Kirker, IAC38 Treasurer - 2279 Ocaso Camino - Fremont, CA 94539 

Name:  Spouse:    

Address:      

      

City:  State:  Zip:  

Home Phone:  Work Phone:    

E-mail 1:  E-mail 2:    

IAC #:  EAA #:    

Certificate #:    

Judge:  � Regional         � National   

Competition:  � None         � Basic         � Sportsman          � Intermediate         � Advanced         � Unlimited 

Aircraft:   N #:    

Referred By:     

Dues:  � Single Membership ($25/year)             � Family Membership ($30/year)  

EAA Expiration Date:  

Che Barnes 
Editor, IAC 38 
2233 Leavenworth St. 
San Francisco, CA 94133 


